Abstract. In this paper, we provide the Euler-Maclaurin expansions for (offset) trapezoidal rule approximations of the divergent finite-range integrals b
f (x) ∼ K (x − a) −1 + ∞ s=0 c s (x − a) γ s as x → a+, f (x) ∼ L (b − x) −1 + ∞ s=0 d s (b − x)
Introduction
In this work, we provide the Euler-Maclaurin expansions for (offset) trapezoidal rule approximations of the divergent finite-range integrals b a f (x) dx, where the integrands f (x) have arbitrary algebraic singularities at x = a and x = b. Specifically, we assume that f (x) has the following properties:
(1) f ∈ C ∞ (a, b) and has the asymptotic expansions Here, z stands for the real part of z. 1 (We state at this point that this assumption generalizes that in Sidi [15] , where K = L = 0. We will come back to this point later.)
Note that, in case 
(2) By (1.1), we mean that, for every r, such that γ r ≥ −1,
This is consistent with (1.2). (3) For each k = 1, 2, . . . , the kth derivative of f (x) also has asymptotic expansions as x → a+ and x → b− that are obtained by differentiating those in (1.1) term by term. 1 We can write the expansions in (1.1) in the "simpler" form
ordering the γ s and the δ s as in (1.2), and allowing now one of the γ s and/or one of the δ s to be equal to −1. However, this complicates the statements of our results. Therefore, we have chosen to separate these two exponents as in (1.1).
The following are consequences of (1. 
f (x) dx does not exist in the ordinary sense, because f (x) is not integrable through either x = a or x = b or both, since either K = 0 or L = 0 or both. It does exist in the sense of the Hadamard finite part, however. f (x) dx is defined as follows: Let the integers μ and ν be such that
Define also [4] or Kythe and Schäferkotter [5] , for example. These integrals have most of the properties of regular integrals and some properties that are quite unusual. For example, they are invariant with respect to translation, but they are not invariant under a scaling of the variable of integration.
f (x) is as described above, except that K = L = 0 in (1.1).
3 Thus, in a sense, the present work completes the treatment of [15] with respect to such f (x). In connection with these generalized Euler-Maclaurin expansions, we mention that the results of [15] were later used in Sidi [16] , [18] , and [17] , in conjunction with some singular variable transformations, to "optimize" the accuracy of the trapezoidal rule approximations for finite-range integrals with algebraic endpoint singularities.
In the next section, we state the main results of this work. In Section 3, we provide the proofs of these results. In Section 4, we illustrate them with an interesting example treated recently by Brauchart, Hardin, and Saff [2] .
Special cases of the problem we treat here have been considered by various authors. The case
was first treated in the paper by Navot [10] . Later Navot [11] extended his treatment to the more general case of
. [This is achieved by differentiating the Euler-
dx with respect to γ.] Navot's results were rederived later by Lyness and Ninham [8] using a different method involving generalized functions. The treatment of [8] covers the more general cases of f (x) dx is defined as a Hadamard finite part integral. Finally, the remaining case in which γ or δ or both are negative integers has been dealt with by Lyness [7] and by Monegato and Lyness [9] .
We would like to emphasize that our present results and those in [15] do not follow from the previous works on extensions of Euler-Maclaurin expansions in the presence of endpoint singularities.
Before closing this section, we note that we have assumed that f ∈ C ∞ (a, b) only for the sake of simplifying the presentation. We can assume that f ∈ C k (a, b) for some finite k just as well. The method of proof provided in [15] applies to this case with minor changes.
Main Results
Throughout the remainder of the paper, we use the notation
f (x) dx exists as an ordinary integral or as a Hadamard finite part integral, and
Here T n [f ; θ] is the offset trapezoidal rule approximation to I[f ], and θ ∈ (0, 1). 
is always well defined just as T n [f ; θ] with 0 < θ < 1. We also set (2.4)
and (2.5)
when these are defined. Note that
Note that the offset trapezoidal rule allows extensions for composite (or n-panel) Gauss-Legendre or other rules of a higher degree of accuracy, where the n-panel rules become linear combinations of offset type rules. This provides further motivation for considering the offset trapezoidal rule in our developments.
In our results below, ζ(z, θ) denotes the generalized Zeta function, which is defined by the convergent Dirichlet series 
Our results also involve the Psi function, which is defined via ψ(z) = Γ (z)/Γ(z), where Γ(z) is the Gamma function. We note that (see Luke [6, pp. 12-13] , for example)
Here are the main results. 1)-(1.3) . Then, with 0 < θ < 1, there holds
as h → 0.
The following corollary is obtained by invoking in Theorem 2.1 the relations given in (2.6). 
Remarks.
(1) From (1.2), it is obvious that the expansions in (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) are genuine asymptotic expansions. (2) The results in (2.9) and (2.10) imply that the (even) powers (x − a) 2s and (b − x) 2s , even if present in the asymptotic expansions of (1.1), do not contribute to the Euler-Maclaurin expansion of T n [f ; 1 2 ] when s ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, and they do not contribute to the Euler-Maclaurin expansion ofŤ n [f ] when s ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. Actually, this is caused by the facts that ζ(−2s, 
where the remainder term R m (n; θ) is given by
) is the periodic Bernoullian function that is the 1-periodic extension of the Bernoulli polynomial B k (x).
Applying this theorem with F (t) = t −1 and r = 1, we obtain (3.1)
where
Here, we have defined 
With the help of this, we can now rewrite (3.1) in the form
Clearly, lim n→∞ S m (θ) = 0. Consequently,
Now, invoking (2.7), we also realize that S m (θ) = −ψ(θ).
Combining this and (3.4) in (3.2), we finally have
Note that, for θ = 1, (3.6) reduces to the well-known result
Euler-Maclaurin expansions for the integrals
ω dx. We now consider the Euler-Maclaurin expansions for the integrals of the functions
Note that v ω (x) dx exist as ordinary integrals when ω > −1. Otherwise, they exist as Hadamard finite part integrals. We have
In addition, it is easy to show that, for all ω and for θ ∈ (0, 1),
In addition,
and also
Then we have the following results: 
(2) For ω = −1 and θ ∈ [0, 1), 
When ω is a positive integer and m
Next, we invoke n = (b − a)/h in (3.6), and make use of the fact that
The results in (3.16a) and (3.17a) now follow. The results in (3.16b) and (3.17b) are obtained from those in (3.16a) and (3.17a) by letting in the latter θ = 1 and θ = 0, respectively.
Completion of proofs.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we define the functions φ μ (x) and ψ ν (x) exactly as in (1.4), and rewrite these as in
Consequently, we have the convergent expansion
where the α s (p) are defined in terms of the generalized Bernoulli polynomials 4 as in
By the fact that f (1 − x) = f (x), we also have
Next, because the series expansions of f (x) about x = 0 and x = 1 begin with the powers x −p and (1 − x) −p , respectively, I[f ] exists as a regular integral only for p < 1. We can derive a series representation for I[f ] when p < 1 as follows: First, we observe that
. Next, we substitute the expansion given in (4.6) in (4.9), and integrate termwise since this expansion is absolutely and uniformly convergent for 0 < x < 1. This results in the convergent expansion (4.10)
By making the transformation of variable y = sin( 1 2 x) in (4.9), we can also obtain the closed-form expression
For all other values of p (that is, for p ≥ 1), I[f ] exists as a Hadamard finite part integral defined as in (1.5). We concentrate on this issue below. 
and (4.13) 
Thus, (4.15)
The cases p = ±2m, m = 1, 2, . . . , are rather unusual, and they are treated in detail in [2] . For completeness, we turn briefly to these cases next.
• When p = 2m, 1/Γ(1 − 
• When p = −2m, by (4.13), we have
In addition, the infinite series in (4.14) is empty since ζ(p − 2s) = 0 for s = 0, 1, . . . . Thus, (4.14) giveš
Actually, we have exactly
We can see this as follows: Next, we substitute (4.21) in the expansion in (4.9) and integrate termwise in the sense of the Hadamard finite part since this expansion is absolutely and uniformly convergent for 0 < x < 1. We obtain the convergent expansion 2s−p+1
For a simple and more explicit representation of G m , see [2] . 
